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Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, May 6, 1957

McCarthy Lauded As Watchman Sinfonietta
At Funeral Services Today
Will Present
Concert May 7

DAY
panese
birthor Hiusiness
closed

BIGGEST BLOCK EVER USED

Iti

1t,,)

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Vol. LX)&111 No. 108

Beck-Brewster Charged
With Misuse-Of Funds

By JAMES F. DONOVAN
his condemnation by the Senate
•
_end HERBERT -FOSTER --- in -- 1954.Un•-ed Press Staff Correspondents
It was the first such service
• WASHINGTON eh --- The late in the chamber since rites for
On Tuesday evening, May 7, at
Sen. Joseigh R. McCarthy was the late Sen. William E. Borah 8:15 p.m., the Murray State Collauded at Requiem services today in 1940. Any deceased Senator lege Sinfonietta, under the direcas a courageous watchman who is entitled to services in the tion of David J. Gowans, will
alerted his countrymen to the Senate, but none have been re- present a concert in the Recital
quested since 1940.
vilr of domestic Communism.
Hall of- the Fine Arts Building
I. Jack Martin, presidential at the
He then was to be honored
college.
assistant
and
•
former
assistant
to
a rare premorial service in
the
late
The
Sen.
SinfUnietta
has grown out
Robert
A. Taft
_be U. S. Senate chamber, re'QHICAGOItr.;;,-"^li.ag-ri Ben(R -Ohio), attended the Senate of the original College String
queqed by his widow, Jean.
son,. wealthy ChiCjago contractor,
services
Orchestra
as
and
is
President
designed to
Eisenhower's
1ZicCarthy, one of the most
By" ,MAUREEN GOTHLIN
Teamsters Union is dominated or
retaiiieno his desk today, fresh
play the many fine compositions
representative.
controversial
American
from a three-week Swedish holi- United fforess Staff OgyirlifiPondent substantially influenced by "corpublic
written
Burial In Wisconsin
for strings and a small
figures of the mid-century, was
day with 67 friends and relatives.
rupt influence."
McCarthy's body was to be number of woodwind instruments.
WAS I NG lafteesleAres-latiseesteri.eulogized in solemn services at
The AFL-CIO charges
A chartered airliner bearing
Donna Boitnott, oboist a n d
CIO toda'v 4.-shittgati Teamster
St. Matthew's Roman Catholic placed on a train later in the
spelled out after Beck
Benson and his party arrived
imself
President -Dave Beck and Vice.
Cathedral by John K. Cartwright, day for additional rites and burial College senior from Princeton,.
at Midway Airport Sunday, endaccused the parent
ion in an
Tuesday in his home town of will be the. soloist in Cimarosa's
President Frank Brewster with
of the cathedral.
opening statement f conducting
ing an 8,000 mile round-trip
Appleton, Wis.
Concerto for Oboe and Strings.
using union funds for "personal
a
flight to.lienson's native Sweden.
"medieval
nquisition
and
McCarthy, who became a na- Domenico Mimarosa (1949-1801)
"Heart Of Courage"
purposes" and usrng their union
It was the fulfillment of a
witch hunt" at the hearing.
Mr. Cartwright paid tribute to tional figure on the strength was an eminent Italian composer
positions for "personal profit or
dream that Benson kept alive
Beck. •acked up in his stateMcCarthy's "magnificent heart of of his 1950 - 1954 Communism-, and is principally known for
advantage."
Grace
ever since he was a $5-t-week
men
y other members of the
in
his
co,trage"
operas.
-government
In
twenty
campaign,
and
nine
years
died
at
predicted
his role
"HIGH
Teamsters Vice President Sydbricklayer's apprentice to pay
mster executive board, dethe
in
he
Methesda,
wrote
'hie
nearly
eighty
Md.,
of
them.
Communists
Medical
-in-government
Ceney are
thanks to his homeland to those ney Brennan of Minneapolis. who nounced, the general charge of
campaign in recent years "will ter Thursday of a liver ailment.- The Australian composer, Arthur
:rosby,
who helped him in his climb has been convieted—ef
corruption as "malicious and unHe
was
Benjamin,
be
47.
h
a
s
more
transcribed
a
and more honored as
morrow
to the presidency of an 80- money from an employer, was founded slander."
Since Friday night, his body Cimarosa piano sonata for oboe
history unfolds its record."
charged
with
"corrupt
activities"
for a
million-dolar a year construction
Demands Bill of Particulars
"He will take his place among has lain in state at Gawler's and strings. This work is a
by the AFL-CIO.
firm.
Beck demanded that the comthose colleagues of the Hall of Funeral Home, a block away creditable addition to the concert
And
the
entire,
Unprovide 'he Teamster
Benson was Nippy In' be, home
mittee
Fame, each one of whom is from the White House where literature for oboe.
and, with a "priceless" silver- ion leadership ,was charged with leaders a bill of "particulars" as
A Haydn Symphony in B flat
great in memory becauSe at one he was rarely welcome. Thoufailing to take action against. the
inlaid walking stick, led the
to the charges against the union.
time or another he had the sands of tourists — the merely major is also on the program.
three.
cheerful group in a rousing renHe said the board members had
fortitude to stand' alone," Mr. curious, as well as McCarthy's This is written for flue, oboe,
The bill of particulars w a s
dition of the "Star Spangled
come to the hearing "solely" to
friends and supporters — filed bassoon, horns and strings. The
Cartwright said.
contained in a 22-page stateBanner" as the sun shone brightfind out whether they would get
exact date of the composition
euloy was delivered after by his bier.
ment presented before the AFLA 30-TON block of Vermont marble, one of the biggest Individual
ly on the Midway airstrip.
a detalled breakdown of the
is unknown but it is supposed
a eolemn Pontificial Mass of
the
position
new
in
hoisted
construction,
into
is
pieces ever used in
CIO Ethical Practices CommitBenson and his traveling comallegations.
to have been written before the
Requiem sung by Patrick A.
Senate Office building in Washington. Looking on are (left)
tee as it started its hearing on
panions then bowed their heads
It was after he spoke that the
year 1782.
O'Boyle, archbishop of WashingSenator George D. Aiken (RI, Vermont, and George Hyman, conthe question whether the big
in prayer of Thanksgiving for
Intersection
committee came up with a 22The final number is the Sereton.
tractor. Block measures 11 by 5 feet. (International Sound photo)
ttteir safe return home, led by
the
page statement detailing
nade for String Orchestra by the
Assisting the black - mitered
eodore Palmer of St. Paul's
charges.
contemporary American composarchbishce_ was William J. Await,
utheran church.
Beck had said that if the parIke young priest who married
WilLon Mercury
Work is progressing on the er Samuel Barber. It is his Opus
Benson fobted mil the bills
1., and was first performed in
McCarthy to his pretty widow widening of the entrance
to
for the trip, which he figured
l(kd
Z
ak.e"%‘
ti erhe-77sle l'ttni.".re
el-1
a.eatsahti
in the same cathedral in 1953.
North Sixteenth street from Main 1942.
cost him about $5000. But he
ment with respect to our posiThere is no admission charge
street.
shrugged it off for he had been
Presidentie Representative
- Tammy
NEW YORK it
tion." .
The East curb of the inter- and the public is cordially in-The funeral mass was followed
repaid by a reunion with his
Manville,' 63, went through his
No mention was made of Teamattend.
vited•
to
Wilson.
Mercury
Sales
has
won
bi /services in the Senate cham- section has been cut back some
brothers
and
sister,
audience
an
12th wedding ceremony Sunday,
ster Vice' President James R
a
top
from
prize
the
Mercury
ber, the scene of McCarthy's distance to make it easier for
(
with Swedish King Gustaf Adolf
setting superlative records in
Hotta of Detroit. who was presmost turbulent battles, his great- motorists to make the turn north
more ways than one — perhaps Division of the Ford Motor Co., VI, and. a gift from his family
ent at the closed hearing. He
into
Sixteenth
from
Main.
for
having
highest
the
per
cent
est victories and his most heartNation
lather's silver-inlaid walkof,
because the bride is from Texas.
has been indicted oit- chargee"ef
Heretofore, traffic coming out
The following boys were-chosen trying to bribe his way into the
of their sales quota of any lag stick.
breaking defeats — including
with
Items:
of Sixteenth into Main had to
final
for
agency
tryouts
the
Cincinbati
in
leir
the
positions
divi
"It was the most wonderful
files of the Senate Racket. Combedclear before traffic could proceed
—The new member of the
The Cincinnati divisio
s the trip a man could dream of," on the Little League Tams:
mittee which also has been in
:ed, a
Into the street, because of the
By UNITED PRESS
Meeting
Manville matrimonial dynasty. largest division in . e United Benson said. "It was a lifelong
Cards — Charles Vance. Ronigating corruption
in the
Fair weather was widespread six-foot blonde showgirl P a t States and covers the central ambition fulfilled."
narrow entrance.
Kuykendall,
Rogers,
nit
Mike
Teamsters Union,
With the widening of the int- over most of the nation today Gaston, 26, is reputedly Man- part of the Southeast United
Charles Warren, Jimmy Lamb,
. Not A Trial
•asher
ersection ,traffic will be able and temperatures cast of -the ville's tallest to-date.
States.
Mike garland. Lloyd Outland.
Al 'Hayes, chairman of the
The Board of Supervisors of to enter even though traffic Rockies modulated,
with
—"It was the fastest ceremony
warming unhe prize/ is an all expense,
Joe Ward. Tony Washer, Danny committee, opened the hearings
t,
Calloway County Soil Con- going south is halted.
$13,der clear skies.
of all my marriages," accordin
Nix, Johnny Latimer.
aid trip fLyit two to Puerto Ric, Important Scout
by asserting that it "is not a
servation District will hold a
Meanwhile, floodwaters con- to Manville. General Scns or a
Reds — Dan Jones, Joe Pat trial." He said the inquiry will
or $1.000 in cash.
Meeting
meeting Wednesday, May 8 at
Is
tinued to recede in Texas for the Judge Mitchell D.. ... 'eitzer
Cohoon. Kent Kingins, M ike be "flexbile and informal."
wee,Aubrey Hatcher and Charles
1030 a m. at Dr. A. H. Kopeautisecond day of relief after 19 Skimmed t hr ou
Broach. Steve Chadwick, Jimmy
only the Wilson, owners of the firm said
Hayes is president of the Maperud's Lakeway Farm.
of
fathers
Boy
All
Scouts
tchen,
in
days of violent weather.
ony in just that (ry will probably take the
"obey"-less cc
Erwin. Jerry Caldwell Steve chinists Union. Four other veterThe meeting will include a
ive to
Widespread precipitation under one_mlnute.
$1,00 in cash because of the 'Troop 45 are asked to come with McCoy, Bob Emerson. Pat Pas an labor leaders serve with him
hearing on the
their boy to the meeting on chall, Ray Glen Boren.
.
petition
for
struck the far Northwest from
0,000,
—"This'-marriage will last the presS of business.
on the ethical practices commitorganizing the Sugar Creek WaWestern
Montana and
Idaho lowest," also according to AmerYanks — Arlo Spreinger. Jr.,
The period covered in the sales Tuesday evening at 7:00 p.m.
tershed Conservancy District.
This is a very important meet- Craig Banks. Billy Wilson, John tee.
Mrs. G. B. Scott is reported westward to the coast.
ca's publissibridegroom No. 1.
contest was March and April,
He emphasized that the comAll landowners in the water- resting well .at the Murray Host, gaHail, rain and 60 mile an hour
—The ceremony proved blonde
ding at midnight on April 30. ing so all concerned are urged Bennett. Eddie West. Jerry mittee has "made no judgement"
shed are urged to attend. A pital folowing a heart attack wind struck the city of Naples showgirls are most popular
attend.
to
winetcher
that
with
Lowry. Dan Bazzell. Larry Hern- on the charges against the Teamhis firm stayed
said
barbeque dinner will be held at last week. Visitors are still not in
southern
Florida
Sunday, Manville, who's married seve
don, Jimmy Taylor.
in the top five all during the
nsfer.
sters.
In conclusion of the meeting.
allowed.
knocking
down
a
210-foot
radio
FIVE
DAY FORECAST
of them.
contest and ended on top as
Cubs — Tony Thomas, Skippy
;62.54
Beek Sunday warned other
In case of rain, arrangements
Her son Buist said that she station tower. The wind and hail
By coincidence, Manville's first the contest ended.
Hale, Stanley Hargrove, Bill
tmions against making any plans
are being made to transfer the was sleeping well and that she also battered residential televi- wire
By
United
Press
— the one he married in
er, Bob Halms, Bobby Barron, to erganize a rival union to his
Wilson Mercury is located on
meeting place to Sugar Creek'twits resting fairly well during sion antennas and caused con- 1911
Kentucky — Temperatures for Steve Sexton, Eddie. Outland. . Teamsters The statement was
— was a beauty from the the Hazel Highway at the city
room
Baptist Church.
the day
siderable
damage
trees.
to
.
'flAre - day period, Tuesday
original "Follies."
limits, and handles both sales the
In accordance with Litt le aimed speiefieally at AFL-CIO
Loan
•
through Saturday, will average League Rules, five days befere Vice President Walter Reuther.
and service for Mercury.
price
Truman Smith of Murray has near or slightly below the state the start of the season, the team who has hinted at such a move.
also bene notified that he is normal of 64 degrees. Slow rise rosters (includinehold-overs from
At it's Sunday session here, it
a winner in the Big "M" dream in daytime temperatures, with last year) will be reduced to drafted a statement sharply ath St.,
nights
remaining
rather
cool
new
won
until
Smith
contest.
a
15
car
players.
All
players
over
the
tacking Reuther's recent threat
with
Statesman Pen and Pencil set the latter part of the week. limit as well as all candidates to organize a "neer. clean" union
and
Little if any precipitation during who tried out will become part for truck drivers if the Teamsautographed by Ez: Sullivan.
tered,
the period.
of the Park League.
ters are exeplled from the AFLye to
CIO.
..---*••••••••
NOTICE
Beek Under Indictment
"We shall protect our memAside
There will be a meeting of
ber.hip with cverxthing at our
rooms
Senior mothers of Murray
against Reuther or
command
bal.,
May
Tuesday,
School.
7th
High
anvele else who attempts to deschool
at 8:30 o'clock in the high
ranee.
fame us as an international unlibrary. All Senior mothers are
el
ion, or who ttempts to break
urged to be present.
up qr interfere with our organiBy HOLMES ELLIS
Road
age of tie leaves which results zation." the Teamster
statement
General Manager. Western Dark in additional handling costs and
said
Fired Tobacco Growers' Asso. losses of tobacco.
The five - rriernber Plaice]
louse,
Mr. Williams also advised that Practices Committee set today for
Mr. Joe R. Williams, Director, since the use of
w toarsenic of lead a hearing of charges by the
Division,
Commodity for worm and
trage,
DETROIT --art— James Ra- Tobacco
insect control is - AFL-CIO Executive Council 'that
der of Detroit got a $3 parking Stabilization Service., has advised objectionable to a number of the Teamsters Union is "domiconWerd,un
other
the
and
associausers of dark tobacco that grow- nated
ticket—for parking his airplane
by or_ substantially intions handling dark tobaccos, ers be urged to 'avoid
illegally.
its use. fluenced by corrupt influences.".
"As long as it has wheels, we that separate loan rates will be Whereever it is used and the
from
While the council did not elacan ticket anything for parking." established for the 46 length residue shows' on the tobacco borate, the accusation came on
)0.00.
Patrolman Richard Graff declar- (25"-27"1- tobacco this year. The to a noticeable degree at the the , heels of charges by' the
,d reed when he found Rader's single- advance rate for 45 length (21"1.,. time it .is marketed the tobacco Senate Rackets Committee that
engine plane in a no parking 23") will be increased' to offset will not be eligible for price Beck misused some $320.000 in
) and ik
zone near the Detroit City Air- the decreased 46 length tobaeeo. support.
d.
Teamster funds: Beck's own adGrowers are well aware of the
The Director of the Tobacco
port.
mission that he "borrwed" beretobacco
length
volume
46
of
nice
Division expressed • his appreciatween $300.000" and $400.000 in
associations
of
the
ceived
the
by
tion for the efforts of the assoprice,
--5
past crop and of the tendency ciations to see that loan tobacco Teamster money without paying
,..L
interest and without knowledge
be
"rough
to
length
and
this
of
relopis properly packed. handfed and
..v....
of Teamster members: end his
this
selling
Difficulty
in
wild."
?II or
marketed.
action-in using the Fifth Amendtobacco necessitates the differished.
ment -117 times in refusing to
ence in advance rates.
answer qeustlens about his fiLoan rates for the 44 length
and
BETHEL SCHOOL, 1904, Walter Crisp, Teacher
nancee.'— :
(17"-19") in a majority of grades
• Since the catincil's original
Back row, left to right, Setha Watkins, Snoma Poyner, Ola Taylor, Rebecca Howlet, Ona Chapton, Claud
By UNITED PRESS
will be higher in relatiertetorates.
been indicted
[
Southwest Kentucky — Fair for the longer length tobaccos.
Rowland, Erwin Allen, Harry Rowland, Bettie Allen, Opal Bynum, Edna Miller, Gracie Outland.
City Police Judge Bob Mc- charge,' Beck has
for income tax vifilatifee: Brewand a little warmer today,- high than they have been in the past Cuietion reported two drAnks
Third
arrow,
left
to
right,
Effie
and Edith Anderson, Lizzie Belford, Maynard Rowland. Dave Watkins, Edd
under indictment for conANS!
73. Fair and rather cool tonight, years.
rested over the Iveekend. Three ster is
Anderson, Luther Clark, Walt Anderson, Harvey Anderson, Raymon Tolley, Elvis Philjips, Allen Wells, Albert low
42. Tuesday fair and mild.
Support prices on dark air- citations Were also ..issued on 'tempt of Congress and Brennan
Chatman, Jack Allen.
FIA
cured "Big Head" tobaccos will reckless driving. No other arrests has been coneicted of aCeeptIng
•
money from an employe?.
Second row, left to right, Gracie Anderson, Ruth Anderson, Gladys Poyner, 'Juntas Poyner. unknown, Ethel
Some 5:30 a.m. temperatures: be discounted by an amount at were made, he said.
Poyner, Addie Taylor, -Bettie Hicks, Rhonda Outland, Lena Witkins, Maudie Miller, Obera Wells, Ellen Cal- Louisville 38, Lexington 37, Bowl- least equal to the cost of retying
The city now has their new
ing Green 37, Paducah 40. Cov- the tobacco into smaller heads Ford police cruiser. The
hoon, Ruth and Ruby Tally. Otie Allen.
cruiser
•
London_ _to Bombay., via the
•
, •
ington 38. London 32 and Hop- because of the difficulty in prop- is equipped with heavy duty
_Pront
Suez Canal is 8.300 miles: around
row,
left
to
right,
Tolley,
Bryan
'Berntird
Rowland,
Marvin
Anderson, Ruben Rowlaind, Rupert Ander- kinsville 47.
153
erly drying and packing large equipment. such as springs: radi- the Cape of Good Hope, it is
son, unknown, Poyner, Leland Poyner.
Evansville, Ind., 38.
heads without excessive break- ator, carburator, etc., to _peke 10,000 miles.
IONE.

Contractor Back
Home After Dream
h,5-4611ed

Teamsters Union Leadmhip
ChArged With Negligence

•
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Is
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Manville Skims
Through Ceremony

Little League
Positions Are
Selected

Is
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Sales Contest

Gets
Fair Weather
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Mrs. Scott Said
Resting Well)
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Separate Loan Rates To Be
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PAGE TWO

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

THE LEDGER & TIMES Yanks Break Up White Sox's
Dream Of Early Pennant Cinch

The Weekend Sports
Summary

FJOISLISHED BY LEDGER • TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY, leo..
Can.solidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and TM
.lenesetieralci, October 20, 1924, and the West lienturekien. January
11._196.1.
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Willie Shoemaker Takes The
Rap For Gallant Man's Defeat

Sparkle, Gannet, Big Paddy, Cohoes and Nah Miss.
When Gen. Duke was scratched from the Derby Saturday
morning, Willie Hartack w a s
switched from "The General" to
Iron Liege, replacing Dave Erb.
It was a big break for Hartack
and he took full advantage of it,
saving ground with Iron Liege
most of the way to account for
his first Derby victory.
But as long as derbies are discussed, racegoers will remember
not how Iron Liege won, this
83rd edition of the Rose Runt but
bow Gallant Man and Wee Willie Shoemaker lost it.

By UNITED PRESS
•
Saturday
LOUISVILLE —Iron Liege, an
8-1 shot, nosed out' Gallant Man
Shantz hurled a seven-hitter to
By MILTON RICHMAN
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
By RAY AYRES
but if he does run in the second
in the 83rd Kentucky Derby.
beat southpaw Billy Pierce in
United Prime Sports Writer
United Frees Sports Writer
of the Triple Crown classics,
reserve
the
right
to
reject
any
Advertising.
Letters
We
to the Editor,
All it took was a weekend fur the opener and benefited from a
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP —Willie Shoemaker again will be in the
BOURNEMOUTH, Eng. —Jaor PUOile Voice items which in our opinion are not for the best the Yankees to break up the three-run rally in the fourth
Shoemaker took the rap for Gal- saddle.
Drobno
.
roslav
,
defeated
Lew
gitereet lit our readers.
White Sox' pennant pipe dream that included Mickey Mantle's
"I would be glad to have
Hoad, 6-4, 6-4, 6-4, to win the lant Man's nose defeat by Iron
and disillusion a lot of fans who two-run homer.
NATIONAL
men's singles final of the British Liege in the Kentucky Derby, Shoemaker back on my horse,"
REPRISENTA,TIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 136$1
were beginning to believe this
Kucks gave up only three hits
but
trainer John Nerud today Nerud declared. "I can't, think
hardcourt tennis championship.
Adianrue, elamplos, Tenn.; 2.5e Parx Ave„ New York; 307 N. Mictugeu
might be an "off-year" for the in the nightcap as the Yankees
blamed improper pole markings of a better boy."
Eve.. Chicago. be Bolyston St. Bostekrouted left-hander Jack HershBronx Bombers.
Break For Nartack
CAMDEN, N.J.—Tellarian won at Churchill Downs for the $100,The Yankees beat the White man with a three-run rally in
Meterea at tee Poet Unice, Murray, Kentucay, for trenemostun as
.Both Gallant Man and Bold
the $29,7613 Valley Forge Handi- 000 "rock."
the
Sox'
three
straight.
including
a
fourth.
"I blame the race track more Ruler, the Derby favorite who
Second Cows Matter
cap at Garden State Park in a
Boston capitalized on four un4-2 and 3-0 doubleheader sweep
than Willie for the error" said finiehed fourth... were heading
world reessed time of
S1JBSCRIFT1OIN RAT
By Carrier in Murray. pee week 30c, jeer Sunday, while running
their earned runs in the first inning of
Nerud, who talked Shoemaker back to New York today. Bold
fur the mile and 70 yards.
stoe-n She. in Calioway ano wajiaione counties, per year 1.4-io, e.se- winning streak to six games and the opener as Cleveland's Bob
into riding Gallant Man after the Ruler is expected to start in the
Ineze, $0.1-10.
taking over sole possession of Lemon suffered his third defeat,
mitre regular pilot, John Cho- Preakness, but Nerud wants to
Sunday
the American League lead for while Willard Nixon scattered 12
quette, was suspended almost on delay a decision on Gallant Man
SPARTANBURG,
S.C.
•—Betsy
MONDAY — MAY 6, 1937
hits for his, second win. Jackie
the first time this season.
because "he is rather delicate...
Rawls nipped Betty Dodd by a the eve of the classic.
The Red Sox also swept a Jensen's tweeerene homer helped
Nerud went on to explain that and he has had two rough races
stroke to "win the fifth annual
doubleheader from the Indians, Dave Sister to his third victory
at Most race tracks the poles us- in a row."
IS INFLATION TO BLAME?
Betsy Rawls - Peach Blossom
5-1 Ind 4-3; the Tigers topped in the finals. Mike Garcia was Worners's golfeneurney.
ed to designate the final furlong, -Ircin Liege and his stableniate,
•..1I•
the Mer.
the Ian' SIxteetith (T10- Yards-r- Cen.
th -Offelles,-1-1, and the Ath
tike, who was scratched
navid Lawrence has performed a public service in his letics sent the Senators down to
and the finish are varied colored. from the Derby because of an
Aaron Big Gun
FORT WORTH —Robert de
7-2.
Charley Maxwell's two - run
ailing foot, will leave Tuesday
s)nclicated Column by calling attention to the part their seventh straight `defeat,
Vicenzo rallied -from far back
Poles Same Color
single off loser Connie Johnson
Braves Increase Lead
for Pimlico.
in the field to win the $5,000
lunation plays in Yresident tasennower's - controversial
"All
the
poles
are
the
same
Milwaukee increased its Na- in the seventh inning gave DeAmong the other Derby startfirst prize in the Colonial gulf color at Churchill Downs," he
budget 01 1.4 billion dollars.
tional League lead to two games troit its decision over the Orio- tourney.
ers, Round Table (third) and
added.
"And
the
finish
line
Federal Hill (fifth) also are conit is hard to believe it would be only 30 billion dol- with a -10-7 victory over Brook- les.
should be plainly marked, esMorgan and Harry SimpLANGHORNE, Pa. — Curtis pecially when they have the sidered probable entries in the
lars in. 1940 money, and that inflation is costing us 42 lyn; Cincinnati extended its win- onTom
Preakness, along with such nonteamed. up to.reerry..ronsee,
ing strealeero„ k,fieen ereeresk_hol
ilmosoideastakeetappect. slakingiire winner's circle where it is, up
• ---brrli*i.--iiiiiitufi-erar -gaveitaii=111.; Year.
Derby starters as Insivept, High
beating Pittsburgh twice, 6-2 t'Tty"To victory over •Vailtinglon. field as he Won the 150-mile the track from the finish."
bringing the comparison !pure up to date he says and .7-3: St. Leuis took both ends In winning his second game, national circuit race for lateBecause Shoemaker misjudged:
scattered 10 hits and model stock
ROMANCE OF CARS
convertibles in rec- the finish line, Gallant Man %Nis
the current budget is lower than the last two Truman of a twinbill from Philadelphia, Morgan
8-4 and 2-0, and New York won blanked the Senators until two ord time.
thrown off stride for only a fracTALLAHASSEE, r la.
budgets, and even lower- than me first year's Eisenhower the nightcap of a doubleheader, were out in the ninth. Simpson
tion of a second, but to owner State Rep. Sam Gibbons figures
budget, when the value en Inc dollar is considered, in 6-2. after Chicago ended a nine- drove in four runs with a double
CINCINNATI — A team of Ralph Lowe of Midland, Tex., that ealter Western Union made
a 10- and a pair of singles.
with
streak
losing
game
physicians recommended surgery it meant the difference between a slip or,the sender of a 'telegram
fact it is the lowest in six years, considering the purchasHank Aaron, raising has bat- for a "slipped disc" in the lower
inning 8-3 triumph in the opener.
a first place pot of $107,950 and he got is a very frank individual.
ing power of the dollar.
Little Bobby Shantz and John- ting average to a cool .417, was spine of slugger Ted Kluszewski. the runner-up prize of $25,000. The telegram urged Gibbons to
•
Also ne compares Inc national budget. of today with ny Kucks pitched the Yankees the big gun for the Braves as
Nerud still isn't sure whether "vote.- against a sales tax on
they wiped out a 7-3 deficit and
he will give Gallant Man an- automobiles as automobiles -are
that of the at% erage larniiy budget in 1940, and it is far to their pair of victories before
knocked
out
Sal
Maglie
after
Park.
Comiskey
41.304 fans at
other check at Iron Liege in the too necessary for our way Cl
• lower. 11
.elfare is costing seven cents out of each dollar,
three innings to beat the DodgPreakness at Pimlico, May 18, loving."
ers.
Aaron
drove
in
three
runs
whereas in i940 It cost twelve cents.
and scored four with a homer,
Like all writers, economists and IlScal experts, he says
double and two singles.
annut the'costs h-r-rrre- military which he considers
A pair -TJE rot
—W=going Pitch-big'
jobs by Brooks Lawrence and
-fixed . And it is taking about seventy percent of the
Don Gross paved the way. for
budget.
DAVCO Semi•Gron Fertilizer;
Cincinnati's sweep over Pittspoi for themselves over and
. some day somebody is going to.have the courage to
burgh. Lawrence committed three
over again by giving higherrors in the opener, but posted
do something about the •'sacren cow parading now unBy DELOS SMITH
yielding, top-quality crops
his third triumph when Frank
der the name of "defense.- it changes its name in every
United Press Sc!ence -Editor
that mean, extra profit at
Robinson belted a three - ran
NEW
YORK
IP
—Their results
age, and generation, to meet wan the. approval of the
homer in the fifth. Gus Bell and
harvest time.
Roy McMillan each drove in two with a comparatively new and
public, "war ellen- _being inc most popular, of course.
experimental
drug against one
runs in the nightcap to help
Since men fought with sharpened•stones the military
VP
Gross best Bob Purkey. Bell and form, of leukemia has given three
mecucal scientists "a certain dehas been the costliest luxury we have, and the uniform
Hank Foiles homered in the secgree of optimum for the eventual
— Dealers In ---ond game.
has been the Number One badge of distinction.
control" of all forms of that
- Feeds - Fertilizer
Coal
Ancient civilizations passed into oblaion because half
invariably fatal disease someSEMI-GRAN
Ennis - Comes "Home",
L Pct GB
Grinding, Mixing
Custom
times
called
blood
Del
Ennis,
making
his
first
cancer.
spof the popt.1.t.4ub werein slavery to accumulate wealth New York
12 '5 .706
Cancer scientists generally expearance in Philadelphia since
Molasses Processing
11 5 .688
½
to suppur. ..ic Uttrei miff in uniform invading foreign Chicago
to the Cards, had pect the first "breakthrough" to
Phone 386-J :: Murray, Ky.
10 8 .556 VI being traded
Boston
lands and niuitie....g .ie.enseless people.
a royal "homecoming" day as come in leukemia. For that rea8 8 .500 31
/
2
Cleveland
son
they
have
a
special
interest
he
batted
in
three
runs
in
the
The two modern dauons tnat repudiated militarism, Kansas City
/
2
9 9 .500 31
An the work of a Tufts Univer9 9 .500 31
/
2 first game against his ex-teamand littaibeo tue -11.gilest hying standards ever known Detroit
mates and two more in t h e sity three-man team which began
.375
file
10
6
were Great Britain itisa the United States. On at least Baltimore
nightcap. The Palls blew a 4-0 treating chronic granulocytic leu4 15 .211 9
Washington
lead in the first game, credited kemia with the drug, -Myleran,"
a dozen occasions since tne seventeenth _century they
to reliever Lloyd Merritt, Sad in 1953.
have been challenged 13y the-greatest Military powers on
The scientists now report that
.8
Sam Jones hurled a four-ritter to
earth and they emerged victorious, due to the fact they
notch his second triumph in the they have been able to produce
finale. Bob Miller and Harvey "remissions" in the course of
had conserved their wealth and strength, and not wasted Detroit 3 Baltimore I
the disease in all of 35 patients.
Haddix were the losers.
Washington
2
Kansas
City
7
it on gbose-stepping armies -and fabulous costly subJim Bolger drove in five runs, One of these "remissions" has
New York 4 Ctpcagia 2 (1st)
marines-and airplanes which were later, sent to the bot- New York 3 Chicago 0 (2nd)
three of them in the 10th inning, endured for three years and one
to help the Cubs snap their month and that patient remains
torn of the. ocean and scattered over the landscape ,of Boston 5 Cleeeland 1 (1st)
nine-game losing streak in the "completely well."
(2nd)
Cleveland
3
4
Boston
four continents, with weapons built by free labor and
Good Indication
opener against the Giants. Rookie
"The sustained results" they
manned by high school and -etillege boys who had never
Dick Dorn ;registered his first
major league victory for the have had in their cases, "alResults
before shot a gun.
Cubs. In
the nightcap, Joe though temporary, may indicate
We have forgotten what life was like before Pearl
Margoneri pitched a seven-hitter that if the disease can be placed
New York 3 Chicago 2
Harbor. We have forever departed from he ways Of Cleveland 5 Boston 2
for the Giants, who drove Moe under control for two years,
Drabowsky to the showers in it could conceivably be controlled
peace, we fear, and accept a fifty billion dollar item in Detroit 3 Baltimore le night
for double or triple that time
the third.
our national budget for the current year as though it Kansas City 8 Washington 2
before 'refractoriness' or relapse
were petty cash. Experts predict this will increase by
occurred," they reported in the
New tngland Journal of MediToday's Games
one-half within ti‘e_years, due to still further inflated
cine.
cost—Ol:jet bombers, atom-powered submarines and the Washington et Kansas City
To stave of fdeath from an
like. .,
invariably fatal disease for that
e
Baltimore at Detrit
lung has very broad implications.
(Only games scheduled).
In the meantime the two nations we defeated a dozen
Knowing this the scientists addyeara -agci are outstripping us,in several commercial and
ed: "AlthOugh at the present
industrial fields, headed by ship-building. We have forTomorrow's
time, no definite .statement, can
be made regarding a possible
gotten how to build 'merchant ships, and we no longer
Washington at Detroit •
effect of Myleran on the life
even trying tO compete - with cheap Japanese and Ger- Baltimore at Kansas City, night
WASHINGTON 1111 — A distine span of the patient with chronic
man labor in the industry that. has led Vie world Par New York at Cleveland, night
gutshed biologist believes the granulocytic leukemia, there is
Boston at Chicago, night
day is coming when a eperson no question that he is at least
three Or more centuries._
with a bad heart can go to the temporarily placed in a condiThe protest over the current 72 billion dollar budget
"hank" and get a replacement.
tion of excellent health, even
is a wholesome development. It indicates the spot-light
He and foresees a time when though the leukemia is by no
"tailor made molecules" will be means 'cured.' "
may 'even equal)y be turned on appropriations for the
W L Pct GB available for such purposes as
The drug proved to be efmilitary which are incorrectly labelled "defense."
13 3 813
Milwauke.,
controlling human conception, sex fective against this one form of
11 5 .688 2
Brooklyn
and growth.
leukemia and node other. Of the
11 7 .611 3
The bioligist, Dr. Ralph W. 35 patients treated since 1953,
te Joey Maxim in a bid for the Cincinnati ,
9 7 363 4
Gerard of t h e University of nine are now dead. Of the 35,
•ght heavyweight title, but 30 St.. Louis
8 9 471 51(.2 Michigan, addressed a scientific 17 .had been treated by X-rays
months later_ :tie returned to Philadelphia
'7 11 .389 7
colloquium at the National Sci- Or with the chemical agents
boxing and in 1955 recaptured New York
5 13 .278 'a
ence Foundation here.
which are generally used against
the '160-pound title from Bebe Pittsburgh
4
13
Chicago
230 042
He said biology has come a the disease.
Olson.
lung way since it was christened
Radiation is the standard treatin 1802. It is now "at the explo- thent and the results from mylerWEATHER-AFFECT1NG BIRDS
sion point" and is expanding an compared well with Ole radiaWISCOXSIN DELLS, Wis. itp
rapidly into the realsm ot phys- tion results.
—The swallows pulled into town
10 Brooklyn 7
Advantages Over Radiation
,Fridae, a day behind schedule, Chicago 8 New York 3 (1st, 10 ical, psychological and social sciCHICAGO
— Sugar Ray
ence.
Bee Myleran is easier and
and oldtimers immediately foreinns.)
Robinson will hold his prized
Blood, bone, eye and oartilege moie econorhic for the patient,
cast a short andisthills summer. New York 6 Chicago 2 (2nd)
middleweight charnpionithe r for
banks already have proved prac- and has "a remarkable con-Feilure of the birds to arrive St. Louie 8 Philadelphia 4 (1st)
only tine more fight.
kidney, sistency of effect and practically
on schedule invariably means that St. Louis 2 Philadelphia 0 (2nd) tical. Gerard belle.es
liver and heart banks will follow complete freedom from 'side reRobiffsen: who gained the crown _a ebl.surrimer will follow, veteran Cincinnati 6 Pittsburgh 2 (1st)
although sonic of the technical actions,' the scientisty said. "DurWhen you give a Smith•Corona, you give more than the
for the fourth time Wednesday weatper observers say.
Cincinnati 7 Pittsburgh 3 (2nd)
problems admittedly are great. ing remissions. induced by Mylerworld's finest portable wth many -wanted" features. You
with a fifth round isiercit ie•
solved,"
they
will
be
"I believe
an the patients led active and
also give the means for developing a very important skill
of Gene Fullmer, suede it define.
Gerard said.
useful lives, and were to all
that means better grades in school...and better jobs later
today ,that he'll be a song,sr
Saturday's Results
role
lie' also sees a growing
intents and purposes healthy.
dance man on tic Bruadv,....
on. At so Lille a week ... it's the bargain of a lifetime!
for "tailor - made molecules" Thus, their leukemic process may
-J. W.'. Mat- Brooklyn 4 St. Louis 2
CHICAGO --ttstage "next winter.•'
—synthetic organic drugs pro- be said to have been placed
"I'll defend the title against thews of the Unieersity of Illine Cincinnati 5 New York 2
duces:1 , in the laboratory for a under complete control."
the terms ow agriculture department.has a Pittsburgh 1 Miiwaukee 0
Basilio. if
t Carmen
multitude of uses.
The iSatients were started with
I neve scheme for farm safely.-a Philadelphia 5 Chicago 2 •
are right," he said, 'and
OtSarCI Made no attempt - to heavy doses. When the leukemia
'
win, that's my last fight. 11 11 l color :oilerne.
list all the possible uses of tailor- process was arrested, they were
l
Matthews has a five-color paint
and. get it back."
made molecule?. But he saw "maintained" with small doses.
lose, of course. I'd want to try t plan. bated oh the Amer-Wan
they might include everything In a number of cases, relapses
But should Robinsiiii lose. he i Stanoards AssociatirM Color code,
'from control of the nervous were stopped and new "remis•
would nit' be the champion going !which he believes makes a farm Chicago at New York '
system to control of conception, sions" begun..This was what
into the rematch,- which _he will sleep safer and mure.oneasesite_ _. Øtulwaukee at Brooklyn, night
sex of offspring and growth.
gave the erietitIsts•hope of learn(Only games sehecMled).
Red marks danger areas and
demand as part of the •contract
'mg -to prolong survival time
areas
where
this
fire
equipment
Al
arid
for a 'Basile) fight'"
TAME Tr4E TOWN
from the one form of leukemia
then Would become the finale kept. Orange identifieS dangerous
fur,indefinite periods,
Games
Tomorrow's
boxing.
parts
of
equipment.
Green
desitto his 17-year career in
WILD OUSE, Wis. i1.11 — VolThe reporting scientists were
Should Robinson go through nates - where first aid and safety
unteer gardeners of wild rose Drs. Asuman Unugar, Edward
night
with his ;halts, it would be the equipment Is kept. Yellow marks Cincinnati at Brooklyn,
will rove eleout the town in
• hulm'are find WilliaM Damesecend time he has given up stumbling hazards. Blue' is used'I St. Louis at New York, night
of
aught community project to pliant 1,200 shek. Dareeshek is professor
4-a title tio a stage careet: , He to identify electrical controls and Milwaukee at Philadelphia,
resee — tame ones.
medicine at Tufts.
i• • 1, 0."
I Murray
as
_ 410 via sex a is
---

One Form Of
Leukemia Is
Controlled
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Good used gas range. Priced to
sell quick. Call 1220-R.
M8C

a

Bus. Opportunities
-•••-

POLITICAL ANNOUNCEMENT

Is per word for one day, minimum ef 17 words for 50o
••-• Be per word for thrcie days. Claeelfied ads are
payable In advance.

disiiber
this
t but
W11-

L

The Ledger and Tines is authorized to announce the following
persons as candidates in the
Dinvibtvatic Primary, May 28,
1957:
For clerk of the Court of Appeals: Doris Owens.
For State Representative: Owen
Billington; Charlie I-Assiter,
For Circuit Judge: H. H. Lovett.
For Circuit Court Clerk: Mary
Russell Williams; James H. Blalock. __
For County Judge: Dewey D.
Crass; Garland Neale; Waylon
Rayburn; Leon Hale.
For County Court Clerk: Randall B. Patterson; Hafton C.
Garner.
For Sheriff: Woodrow Rick• „Cohen. Stukblefigld; Harold
Speight; Trellis Bogges; A. A.
"Red" Doherty.
For Jailer: Willard Gordon;
Seth
Cooper; Bryan
Nanney;
Clyde
Carraway;
Steele; Leo
Luther Suggs.
For Magistrate; Murray District: K. B. McCuiston; H. M.

For Lease
NEW,.
D-X SERVICE STATION

4th & Pine Streets
Grove on Paris and Mayfield location. Reasonable
rent. Phone
Best
Program Available
Highway. Doing good business. 1288. Ottis Patton. M8C
Leon Shankle, Cottage Grove,
With any Oil Company
M8P GARAGE APT., 5 rooms, electric
1 WILLIS JEEP In good condi- Tenn. Phone 27-X.
Only Small Investment.
hot watpr heater, utility room.
,
tion, priced reasonable. Herman
FOR QUICK SALE. Boat and See at 202 S. 11th.
Call 313- -K. Ellis, Ellis Popcorn Co.
MSC motor. A sea worthy barge and
nett -ORVISIIIHENDRICK
/han----Weeks, Hairstylist
M8P
/
2 h.p. Johnson. Used very litGOOD USED Gas Ranges, both 51
Phone 2373 (Office)
Now Located At
natural and L.P. gas. Priced to tle. Both for $175. Zelna Carter.
HELP
WANTE
phone
71.
M8C
D
1712-W (Residence)
or
sell. Must reduce inventory stock
Charm Beauty Shop
on used appliances immediatety.
500 Maple Street
Kengas, 105 N. 5th.
M6C
WOMAN 115 BUY cream on
MAYFLOWER POKES ALONG
"Wednesdays & Saturdays. Write
Phone 374
LONDON SM - The Mayflower
GOOD 7 ROOM HOUSE, 2 baths,
139.7k 298. Evapsville, IncL
For A ppointslants
II 'jilted along off the Canary
'12thand''GARAGE APT., furiiiihed, newly
Islands today, searching for a
Vine. Call 805.
MlOP decorated, couple only,. 1101 W. EXPERIENCED retail shoe sales
driving wind to speed the voyage
M810 person. Write
one 1898.
Main. PhBox 32-W, giving
to America. Capt. Alan Villiers
SHANKLE'S Tavern with dwelage, experience, and reference.
$325
radioed that his replica pilgrim
combined
ling
Cottage NICE 2 BEDROOM House. Good
near
M7C
ship had been without wind PER MONTH
Answe, to Slturday's Puzzle
in its sails for three days and
SALARY
MAKE $20 DAILY. Sell luminous
was becalmed off Palma, an
OLO L
P
4I-Soak
ACROSS
nameplates. Free samples. Write
island in the Canary group west
42-Farm animal._
PLPS
BONUS
Witkraan.....-.0i,:mm • O.
•
-m-VP.4
,
,
3lav
diy m
Olds;
,
e
Reeves Co., Attleboro,' Vows:
44-440111'erm.e."
. 1-Simian
A,P D
For Magistrate, Concord Da- 4-I aid lea ted
4 -Allaws,
One of the fastest progressing t
MI1P
A AU T
E
go -Things, in law
8-PliSig es
Warren.
Bucy;
Noel
trict:
H.
Otis
,
companies in its field will
AS 5'EE'
61 -Ireland
12-Underworld red
62-Vangulrihed
L. C. Byerly.
.
.13-Aid
N U M E RIA /34
EZIO R,INZA BETTER
have a representative inter^•14-A1.-ntal Image
66-Matured
STRAWBER
PICKERS
RY
beginFor Magistrate, Liberty DisN
R
AY
STANFORD, Conn. 118 -Oper67-Protit
viewing men who hold the
is-A month
ning about May 10, Lakeway
IP.N• U N T E
66-Period of time
Almon
Wilfiughby;
17-Strike
trict:
H.
C.
'
atic basso Ezio Pinza, who suffollowing qualifications:
69- Defeat
14-Exist
Farm, Faxon Community. Trans"Hamp" Ellis.
60-Units of energy
fered another heart attack this
1-Age 20 to 40.
19-Experts
portation
arranged.
1050
Phone
61-Performed
21-4trisch to
Magistrate,
Wadesboro
For
Dis- week, was reported "much bet?C" r
2-Own automobile in good
L
I
24-Court
or ID 6-3431.
M8C
trict: Max Parrish.
DOWN
•
ter" today. Pinza was stricken
25-Inlet
LL • 41
EARN
condition.
F
6
26-Haul
For Magistrate, Hazel District: for the third time in 11 months
A DOUR 51
3-Willing to travel Monday
1-Total
24-Snares
Roy Pool..
2-Baker's
32-Finishes
at his home. ,
through Friday; home evproduct
34-Vehli le
For City Judge:. William H.
S-Recede
ery weekend.
5-iterkiese
16-Woody plant
6-Abound
"Jake" Dunn; Bob McCuiston.
adventure
37-Metal
4-High School education.
1-Stalk of grain
4-Bowall
39-Aeriform fluid
FURNISHED TWO or three bedDEMOCRATS GATHER
11-Toni from true
5-Available f o r immediate
meaning
room house. Must be clean. Will
WASHINGTON 4PI -Democraemployment.
5-At rest.
Privately supported institutions tic Party leaders gathered today
take a one year lease on pro10-Fruit
Apply in person.
11-Weakens
perty. For full information call
No experience, necessary. of higher education have plant for a three-day meeting to lay
16-Before
and property valued at $11,300,- plans for the 1958 congressional
Ba-ucum fleet Estate, phone 48,
20-Drankard
Thorough training is given by
21-War god
Hoyt 'Roberts 1447 or Bill Hall
000,000 in the U.S.
campaign.
company and pay begins *ith
22-Liquid
TO4414111
453.
SVC
.
4
training.
13-Physiclaa
Interviews
13
fl-Move from side
See
MAN WITH FAMILY to move
side
to
Iiir
.4.
ai
27
2.8
.;
ft-Apprehended
M. URBAN
in farm dwAling and work- with
724'
30--Egual
s• .
,
. /30.
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
large beef cattle herd. For inSs yet
2
11-Places
Tuesday. May 7th
formation call 830 after 5 p.m.
1 11-Damaged Items
so d. ,/i.ii
(colloq.)
,ITC
319 So. 7th Street
15-Male sheep
54-Parcel of land
Ky. State Employment Office
i
•r$ rei
4A-Sea nymphs
Mayfield, Kentucky
43-Press in closely
45-neerin
411-Transartion
Smo
Si
47-Connentiently
as_coritends
MONUMENTS
LOST: 5t-i H.P. "Sea Flyer" out414- TIPI owed
SS
61-Tropical fruit
board motor between Murray Murray Marble & Granite Works,
64-Silkworm
and Cherry Corner. Reward. Ph. builders of fine memorials for
53-Parent
dmmmimomm•mmmPmh.
(relloo.)
M8P over half century. Porter White,
355-W. 103 South 10th.
IMP
err POIONS•
Manager. Phone 121.
M27C
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Three Kansas
Towns Make
Dogs Behave

nel license.
Officials explained that the
booming dog population-the result of young families with lots of
children concentrated in a small
MISSION, Kan. --CIF'S-- It's area-made the measures necesgetting harder and harder to sary.
lead a dog's life.
Three suburban communities
STOP THAT ITCH!
near Kansas City-Mission, MerIN JUST 15 MINUTES,
riam and Fairway-have deIf not pleased, your 40'e back
cided that their canine citizens at any drug store. Try instant.
must be law-abiding or face the drying ITCH -ME-NOT for Itch
consequences.
of eczema, ringworm, insect bites,
If the pooches don't behave, foot itch or other surface itch.
they are hauled into the animal Easy to use day or night. Now
clinic, locked _up and held until at'HOLLAND DRUG CO.
their masters bail them out.
In many cases, there is a type
of responsibility clause requiring
dog owners to appear in court
and pay fines ranging from $1
RIVE•111M rhea> e
to $50 for offenses committed by
their delinquent pets.
OPEN
6:30
_The mAinances licrierallv reSHOW STARTS .-es-se-,,r.
7:16
quire tharTdog be leashed, penned or with in earshot of his
master, registered and inoculated
LAST TIMES TONITE!
for rabies, prohibited from dama* FIRST RUN MURRAY *
ging property and restrained from
making disturbances such as
barking, fighting a,nd biting. The
number of dogs is limited by
requiring ...a,
-.
persuri..
„pore
tan isvoi.tide to. bus.
ken-

MURRAY

ROBERT RYAN • ALDO RAY

50 DIFFERENCES
WASHINGTON RP/ - R e p.
Zlerm Cunningham (R-Neb.) today told his constituentff in a
newsletter about an "unfortunately but true" saying making the
rounds here: "If you owe $50,
you're a piker; if you owe $50,000,
you're a businessman; if you owe
50 million dollars you're a tycoon; and If you owe 50 billion
dpitrstrs yotere the government."

lizer

59

laing

ig
Ky.

11)51,,TIUTOTLI DIE

Is

SINGER SEWING Machine representative in Moray. For sales,
service and repair. Contact Mr.
A. M. Dugan, N. 16th Ex. Phone
22504.
M24C

•

•

IN PARAMOUNT9

Pitt Yttxf

THE DESTRUCTIVE TERNere

WED.- THURS.
* FIRST
MURRAY *

ANTHONY

QUINN
MAN
FROM
DELst,rIng
RIO'

FREE INSPECTION

TERMITES
—Licensed and Insured—
Sam Kelley
Phone 441

KATY JURADO

FREE ESTIMATES on awnings
and venetian blinds. Call 1310.
Stroud Upholstry Shop.
M24C

Rae Foley's new mystery novel

piRKER-.771
HESION

•

"MAGA%

Lost & Found

ED

TUESDAY ONLY!

Kelley's Peet
Control

Pril••••

111111011.1111n

P
.

ELEANOR PARKER, who portrays Charlton Hes,ton's fiery New Orleans bride in "THE NAKED
JUNGLE," and the Marabunta are the only two
things feared by Heston in this thrilling Technicolor
movie which plays Tuesday only at the Murray
Drive-In Theatre.

'GET T.V. GUIDE delivered to
WHAT HAN HAPPENED
Nora Periiiitton knew eorneone five miles from the inn. "You her go on when I said you were
your door each week for 15t.
wanted her to die. Until the night of know how villages are," Finn leaving.
She gave-"
Call Red Howe, Jr., phone 773.
tober 12th. elle had never known said. 'There aren't
more than
fear for herself. She had never had
"Hazel!" Nora cried.
M7P
live hundred people In Stanley.
• cans In the world until she met
Stuart Young. an unemployed former vile, including those on
Hazel laughed again. "Okay.
outlying
medical student Within flee weeks
NANCY,
We
girls will keep our secrets."
they were eagag.ecl. Then Stuart was farms. They know all about each
&mated for the murder of • young other, whom they see, where they
"Nora," Bert said dryly, "gets
girl. -Candy" Kendrick.
Nora's go, what they do for a living. what she wants around here. But
friends and kin believed Stuart to be
guilty. But they had also thought Now Candy didn't go to New she's always-fair about ILhim to be •fortune hunter. Interested York all summer. We know
that . Deming cleared his throat. "All
In Nora because of her wealth.
TWO
Nora had testified at Stuart's trial from her agent, who said she ihis is beside the point."
li.at t.c'ti
w.th her on a pienir wrote or telephoned and didn't
"All this is the point," Finn
at the Urn* Candy was killed. But go In, Elie
had no guests. That said. "Because Stuart was at the
her cousin. Charles Deming, swore
that he had seen Stuart and Candy invalid across the street from her Inn all summer. And in
one way
just before the supposed time of the place even counts
the squirrels. and another such evidence as
crime. The murder happened near
the Connecticut inn run by Bert and So we have to eliminate people there was ail pointed to him."
Hazel Huger, distant cousins of from outside.
"I could have sworn it was
Nora's. Charles' young son. Frank,
"But," Finn went on, "we know Young," said Deming.
was there, and the local druggist.
Howard Ives. and Nora's aunt. Olive she had Some contact with the
"You did swear it was Young,"
Riddle, who had served as her mint
guardian with Lawyer -Finn- Black inn. She rented horses at the Finn reminded him.
stable to go riding. Her letter
unttl Nora Caine of age.
"I was strolling along a path
As the Mory continuer', Stuart has was found in that
box outside through the wixxis and came to
been arquitbd and police have reopened the carte. Nora has been 'hen the stable, and since she referred the side road leading down to the
• disturbing reminder by the delivery in it to 'the usual place' we can lake.
Then I saw the man who
of an envelope containing • photograph of • laughing girl. signed assume that other letters had looked like Young kissing this
'14.ne from Candy.- Nora hid It be- been left there. The inn telephone girl I don't
understand how I
fore Stuart and Flan arrived at the number was the
only one In her could have been so mistaken."
Inn In time for dinner. The gathering
of her family-plus Tom .Iones. a cottage. She died In the lake here.
"Where
you
made your misstranger brought by the Deming."So, naturally, the police were take, Charles,"
forces Nora to abandon all hope of
Olive said, "was
interested
in the inn from the in coming out with it.
having a moment alone with Stuart
Now
that night
start. Unfortunately, at the time you've got yourself
AERIE an' SLATS
in a mess and
of the girl's murder the Inn was all over a cheap
girl."
CHAPTER 6
nearly empty-as it is now. There
"She wasn't cheap," Nora said
FINLEY Black waited, standing weren't many
possible candidates =expectedly.
before the fireplace, until they for Candy's murder:
Stuart
"I
thought you'd never seen
were all seated in the living Young, the two Deming's,
IT'S REAL NICE OF YOUR.
Bert her," Stuart said in surprise.
room: Stuart beside Nora on one Huger, and Howard
AUNT ABBIE TO PLEAD FOR
Ives, the
"I
never
did,"
she said, wishing
of the love seats that flanked the local druggist."
US MTH OLD MAN DODGE she had not spoken.
mantel, Olive and Deming on the
BUT HE'S GOT AN ANVIL
"Well, of course, he's the one,"
Finn's
voice
was
steadying.
one that faced It, Frank on a Olive said in relief. "He
;OR A HEART:
had seen -Then
what
do
you
mean,
chair he had jerked sullenly into a lot of her, hadn't he?"
honey?"
the group, Tom Jones on the arm
"Ives took her to dinner a few
She told him about the photoof a sofa against the wall.
times. Don't imagine," Finn said graph of Candy
tha; Garry had
"Well, then," Finn began,
grimly, "I wouldn't have settled found in her
mailbox. "And the
think the situation is clear for Ives if I could have
pinned girl wasn't what you think, Aunt
enough. Now that Stuart has anything on him. But beyond
the Olive. She was lovely and sweet."
been acquitted, the case is re- fact that he knew her, and that
"I don't like this," Finn said
owning. Someone is stirring his alibi for the time of the
mur- abruptlt "It sounds as though
tilinga up and this time the State der wasn't substantiated,
we someone has it in for you, Nora.
won't make any mistakes. We've didn't have a scrap of
evidence Was there any message?"
got a little leeway, but by next against him.'
She shook her head. "Just the
Monday they'll be on the Job."
Finn tnrned to Stuart. "You words, 'Love from
Candy.'" Her
"Vit why us?" Olive demanded. were another outsider, of
course." voice got treacherously out of
"With the exception of Bert none
"That's right," Stuart said control. "She was laughing."
of 1.1.9 ever saw the girl."
quietly. "As you know, I carne to
Stuart's hand tightened over
Finn sighed and settled his the inn in June. I'd been studyhers. "Hold it," he said. "Steady
shoulders
more comfortably ing medicine and wasted a lot of
there."
against the mantel. 'The only time at it before I realized it was
1.1L' ABNER
"I'd like to see that picture and
contacts Candida Kendrick had the wrong profession for me.
I'd the envelope in which It was
were with the Inn. She was killed inherited a couple of thousand
mailed," Finn said.
by someone who was staying dollars and decided to take the
Nora explaint•J that it hadn't
here at the time." His voice hard- slimmer off to figure where I be- been
mailed. There was no postened, "Someone who is here now. longed. I wanted to be sure
'
( SINCE YOU ARE OUR GUEST,
I mark. It had been put in the box.
No outsider."
was right the next time. Toward
ZE FRENCH GOVERNMENT
"Will you get it, honey?" asked
"Finn," Deming said sharply, the end of September Mrs. Huger
Finn.
WANTS YOUR GUiLLOT I N l'
"this is preposterous! In fact, told me the inn would close on
Nora opened the living room
TO DE SATISFACTORY
I'm not sure. it isn't libelous, or October flrst and I was getting door
and started up the stairs.
TO YOUslanderous."
ready to move when Nora came. Garry was ahead
of her, a glass
"Now, Charles," Olive said In After that," he looked down at
of milk In her hand.
the tone of sweet reasonableness her and grinned, "it would have
"Thought I'd like something bethat is so infuriating, "remember taken a strong man to dislodge fore
I went to bed," she exyour blood pressure.*
me."
plained. "Anything I can do for
"Let's take it from the begin"Y o u'r e leaving something yon?"
ning," the lawyer said. "If amy of out," Nora:reminded him. "You're
''Nn. thanks." Nora went into
you can find a different solution leaving out that I nearly drowned her
room, looked In the wasteril be delighted to hear it."
and yrin litived my life."
basket where ,the had dropped the
It had begun when Candirla
Hazel laughed. "Maybe Mr. envelope. It was
empty. She took
Kendrick inherited from an old Young thinks It Was his persuathe lithograph off the wall. ...
friend of her mother's a little cot- sive ways kept him here but
it The picture was gone.
tage in the Connecticut village was Nora. You ahould have heal
(To Se Oon(Weited) ;
_
_ .
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THAT COULD BE, BUZZ- BUT THE
WAV SHE SMILED.WHEN SHE
LEFT- WELL, I'M NOT SURE •
HER TACTICS INCLUDE
TEARS:

CAUSE IF THEY DID LAND 0'GOSHEN -CAN
YOU IMAGINE WHAT
HIND 0' A STORM
THAT STORY'D
WHIP UP,'

by Al Gene
I M SURE
THAT AFTER
IT'S OVER,
YOU'LL

FOR ENJOYABLE GuILLOTIN'NG, .1-1J I-tA
ABSOLUTE QUIET IS VITAL!!
ANYBOD`T1 I
ZE FANS MUST HEAR THREE
HERE GOT A
DELICATE SOON D5,'7— ZE
DICARDONATE?
RETIREMENT 2E
"zurrr"or ZE BLADEfr—
CECIL IN DE MILLE
I
ZE"PLUNKrr---AN'Z.
OF ZE GUILLOTINE,
"BOUNCEr
AL DE CAPITATE"'
ABULOUS
XPENSE,WEI 'AVE
CALLED OUT OF

- -4EAR.WO
1
COMPLAINT
Ff.OM ME.

e

•
ma
_

AI
L

NOBODY EVEN SUSPECTS
WHY THEY USED TO CALL
ME THE (CHOKE) ITCH
, BACK IN OUR SCHOOL
DAYS, ABBIE

Perlin
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SOCIAL CALENDAR

Lucky Turn
Is Made By
Quigg

Financial Aid
For7Doctors '-•
Is Available

Marriage Is
Popular Among
Young Folk

MONDAY

Michigan Indians
On The Warpath

Chemistry
Change In
ood Found

Monday, May 6
Tuesday, May 7
The Louie Moon Circle of the
AI LEGAN
Mich
— AP
The Jessie Ludwick Circle of
CHICAGO —AP-- A movement
WMS of the First Baptist Church the Woman's Association of the
Michigan's Indians are on the
to give financially needy doctors
will meet at the home of Mrs. College Presbyterian Church will
warpath The enemy is the United pi
a "helping hand"- is spreading
'Henry Warren at seven-thirty meet at the home of Mrs. L. A.
States government,—
thorughout the United States,
At issue is a treaty negotiated"
Moore at two o'clock.
•• • •
the
Journal
of
•• ••
the American
by Gen. Anthony (I'Mad AnthoBy DOC QUIGG
Medical Associatioh has reported.
The Business Women's Circle
The Delta Department of the
NEW YORK, N. N. — Getting My") Wayne more than 150
United
Press
By DELOS SMITH
Staff Correspondent
An article' in the Journal said married and raising
of the :
1 VMS of the First Baptist Murray Woman's Club will meet
1
a family years ago after the battle of FalPARIS
United Press Science Editor
I flipped at the a recent sitivey showed that more has become
Church will meet at the home at the club house at seven-thirty
len
Timbers.
increasingly popular
Cordon
Bleu. In a chef's high- than $1,000,000 is available an- among
of Miss Ruth Houston, 812 Olive, o'clock.
Representatives of the Ottawas,
the younger set, according
NEW YORK (lPi — Some peofluffed cap (la toque), white ually in medical scolarships and
•• • •
the Pottawattamies and the Chip- ple
at seven-fifteen o'clock.
to statisticians •
develop a fault in their blood
• •••
pewas h,eld.t.-tmiet war council
Murray Assembly No. 19 Or- apron (tablier), and vest (veste loan funds.
Many programs are geared to
Since World War lithe median at Allegan's Griswold .Memorial chemistory and some don't, and
The Cora Graves Circle of the der of the Rainbow for Girls will de chef), I stepped uo to the
that is the reason why some
Woman's Association of the Col- hold its regular meeting at the smoking-hot crepes suAtte pan help the doctor at a critical point age at first marriage has de- Building recently to draft a plan
people's arteries "harden" too
and dolloped in enough batter in his career—when his basic creased by one and one-third of attack.lege Presbyterian Church will Masonic- Hall at seven o'clock.
soon and they have heart attacks
for a kingsize pancake. ... _ _medical education is finished and Yvarc the slatisticians point out,
_
•
In 1795...:ihe three Michigan
meet with Mrs. Karl Warming.
hilt in their prime.
The gallery, where during the 'he is "at the end of his financial and now stands at 23 years for tribes signed a treaty with Wayne
at eight o'clock.
Group I of the CWP of the
This "suggestion" comes from
last
60
years
men
rope,"
destined
men
20
and
the
years
to
Journal
that
for
gave the Indians the right the
said.
women.
First Christian Church will meet
most minute examination of
become
some
of
the
result,
The
greatest
As
a
the
article
"to
said the Searsmarried populahunt and fish within the the
with Mrs. Frank Holcomb at
intricate chemistry of blood
chefs of France have sat as Roebuck Foundation is leading tion at the younger ages has lands they have now ceded to
two-thirty o'clock.
the fats to date.
The net result of
students was something less than the movememnt with its long- increased markedly, and there United States without hindrance
••••
the research so' far makes it
Group II of the First Christian breathless. Matter of fact, it term unsecured loans of up to are now more than one and so long as they remain peaceful." seem that fats
qr lack of fats
Col. Willard Bush, a Wayland
Church will meet with Mrs. P. wasn't even looking. for I was $25,000 for needy doctors in corn- one-half times as many married
in what peoole eat are not
only an American itgportg_eozet- Unities ,thaLlared. dortacs.. _
im_140_4
was .
_Men 011tcla Mon as th.Vreisty_eclo
lr—
-at. isea.-tlin
---1
ant Iff -111e r'hiii-trefiftle of
a token lesson from the
• • • -•
Scholarships and loans' are of- in 1940.
later and convicted on a charge
arteries.
boss
pastry chef at the famous fered
in
of hunting witloout a license.
"doctor-help-doctor"
Thursday. May 9
- The examination was made posL
Equally noteworthy is the inprograms supported or adminisFor the first time since the sible
Group III of the First Christian cooking school.
by new chemistry technique,
crease
the
in
proportion
of young battle of Fallen Tembers,
"Take it easy," said Claude tered by 20 state medical associaChurch will meet in the home
Michi- "gas-liquid
couples with •children, reflecting gan's
chromatography," deThilznont,
the
professor
of
pastry,
tions.
The
Student
American
Indians
at
Crass,
Jr.
united
in the cause
'. I of Mrs. Maurice
speaking through an interpreter. Medical Association, hospitals, largely the baby boom incidental of Bush. Silas J. Bush, the vised only last year by two
CLEVELAND RP —A reduction eight o'clock.
British
to
World War II and its afterbiochemists. It permits
"Keep your wrist loose. Don't and various other organizations
••• •
colonels's father, said he will
in mill demand by some segwatch the gallery. Keep your eye and firms also have assistance math, the statisticians say. The. carry the battle all the way to the isolation and analysis of
ments ot the steel industry drop- S
•
•
fatty
acids of tte blood which
number of births On the United
pn the batter. Dip the brush programs, the Journal said.
the
Court if haven't.'
4
States his reached a new high
-141aSeeS
sad
l*r
(it looked like an ordinary paint
necessary.
cent of rated_ capacity last week
closely studied before.
in
each
of
the
last
six
years,
brush) into the melted butter
At their powpow here, reprefor the first time since Septemthe 1956 figure being more than
SPANISH STUDY
and smear it around the edges
sentatives of all three tribes
Take Blood Samples
ber of 1955, Stl
Steel Magazine said
4,200.000
compared
BERLIN,
to
2,560,000
Wis.
--RP—
Busiof the cake Wait a little longer.
were on hand to discuss what
Four scientists took blood samtoday.
1940.
in
nessmen
have
been
having
trouYou only turn crepes suzette
may be the,big stumbling block'in ples from 12 persons with "coroThe figure was baSed on cornble selling their wares to migrant
•
once. Now — go."
Most of these babies are born their case. A clause added to la- naryaartery disease" beyond any
parison with similar w
workers because of the language
weekly pen Some Beginner's Luck
ods since September 1955, when
barrier. They plan to be ready to young parents. Births in ter treaties said ,he Indians have questioning, since they had- had
the right to fish and hunt "so heart attacks. Not one was more
I flipped the pan up. It was for
the migrants when they °ar- families where the husband is
were no holidays or strikes
long as the land remains the than 51 years old. The scientists
beginner's luck, really. The flaky rive in the
under
20
increased
since
1940
in effect.
area for the 1957 harNEW YORK. N. Y. — Spring- pancake rose above the stove,
also took blood samples from 12
property of the Unitd Stats."
vesting season by taking an even- by more than 140 per cent to
publication
reported that
The
tim
e. in addition to flowers, turned lazily onto its back, and
The Ottawas, Pottavvatamies, persons who did not have "coroing course in basic spoken Span- about 98.000 in 1955; and even
steel mills operated at 88.5 per greenery, and other vernal
plopped into the pan. Chef Thil- ish.
in the 20 to 34 group, the rise and Chippewas see his to mean nary-artery disease" beyond any
rent of capacity during the week charms, brings a moderate demont warmed some cogna c.
land within the Uoited States questioning, aince they had no
in births exceeded 60 per cent.
ended May 5, or 1.5 points under
gree of relief from the hazard poured it onto my finished crepe
In more than one-half of the boundaries. But the courts have hear attacks. Not one was more
the preceding week's level. Dur- of accidents, the statisticians re=netts, slammed on some powDRAWBRIDGE STICKS
families which had a baby dur- interpreted the clause to signify than 51 years old. The scientists
ing the week ended April 28, port.
dered sugar, and set the whole
ing 1955, the husband was under government 'anti as 'against state- also took blood samples from
production held steady for the
During April the daily toll mess ablaze When the fire was
SOUTH NOAWALK, Conn. or 30 years of age. in 90 per cent owned land. It appars that the '12 persons who did not have
manlira- time in
weeks after- of fatal accidents is eight per out, it tasted fine.
—An unyielding drawls elitg e of the TaVa1 the father was under only rharu-n the jrwlians have to "coronary -artery disease" since
- —
a steady decline.
cent below the average for the
win their case is to prove that they hadn't had heart attacks.
"Why. I asked the professor, threw the New Haven Railroad 40. "
Yield for the last week was year as a whole, and 20 per
crtain "verbal -danderstandings" These 12 were "matched" with
"Do you flipp them' Must you?" into an uproar for six hours
earlier
-The
phase
of
baby
the
2.265,000 !
,
ns of steel for ingots cent below that for June, the
Chef Thilrnont, at 76, is an Thursday and early today.
boom was charaeterized by a carried over the original rights the other 12 as to sex and age.
and castings.
By the new technique, the
peak month. This is based on artist of the kitchen. His blue
Opened for a minor repair sharp rise •
first and second ,sirakil'efl by Wayne to later
The Metalworking weekly said monthly accident records for the eyes
actentists examined the fitly
twinkled, his sandy mus- job, the 150-foot span refused births," the statisticians report. treaties.
the operating slump reflects a three years of 1952 through 1954.
acids compositions of the red
tache twitched. He brought the to close, resulting in a suspension "More recently, the boom has
reduction in demand for steel, the most, recent for which such pudgy fingers
blood cells, of the phospholipids
of one hand to of service on all four mainline been sustained by unusually large
with a larger percentage- of in data are available.
of the blood plasma which are
a pout and said: "Non. non' You tracks between here and Bridge- numbers of children born in
CATS RULED NUISANCE
ventories shifting into the 30-to-S Even with this relatively more do it only
fatty acids in association with
for show, for the port, 15 miles av.'a
established families
HILLSIDE, N. J. t
— The
60 day category The magazine's favorable record, accidents in gallery In private,
phosphoric acid. and of the fracit is too much
Hillside Twp. attorney has been
latest earterly survey of stocks the United States take about trouble."
tion of plasma which is soluble
ordered
to
ordinance
up
draw
an
showed 49 per cent of respond- 235 lives a day in March and
only in acetone.
"How do you do it in private'"
proclaiming cats every bit as
ents with 49 per cent of their April, or . approximately 7.000 "Turn them with a
spatula,"
much
nuisance
a
dogs.
as
The
No Significant Differences
inventories in the one to two lives during each of these months, said the chef.
measure was recommended by
month category. Compared with the statisticians point out.
For about 60 pancakes, he
In the first two categories,
the board of health which said
only 40 per cent three months
Contributing to the decline in mixed in a quart of milk, a
dogs IA ere being discriminated they found no significant difago.
fatal. accidents duting the spring pound of flour, 12 eggs, a pinch
ferences between the blood of
against.
Largest inventory reductions is the drop in deaths from motor of salt, two good tablespoons
people who had cosonary-artery
over the next three months will vehicle accidents and from falls of cognac, and an undisclosed,
disease and the people who didbe in hot and cold-rolled sheets to their lowest level of the but rather heavy, quantity of
Some 25.000,000 American gar- n't. But in the composition of
and strip, light plates and hot- year
deners planted more than 500,- the hitherto chemically mysterious
sugar which he added "at the
rolled carbon bars, buyers' estiTornadoes and flods, although last minute"
000.000 tulip, hyacinth and daffo- acetone - soluble fraction they
mates revealed.
spectacular in manifestation and
dil bulbs from Holland last fall. found differences "verging" on
Le Cordon Bleu usually has
Other excess inventories a?e. the leading natural haz.arde
30 to 70 students at the demonreported in hot-rolled alloy bars, the springtime, actually account station courses I encountered
. galvanized sheets, seamless tub- for only a ver? small part of I Yvonne Brand, a home economics
ing. and stainless sheets a n d the total accident death toll i teacher at the Kent Senior School
strip, steel said.
during the Spring or any other in Toronto. Ont., who has just
An increase in steel prices -by season The loss of life frDrn completed the nine-month cookmidyear is expected to put some tornadoes and floods fluctuates ing course. and asked her the
check on the buyers inclination appreciably from year to year, real basis of French cooking.
to continue inventory reductions. depending largely upon the
Sauces For Interest
The weekly magazine said users number which occur, how ex"Work." she said. "They love
pophow
are presently reluctan t about terisive they are, and
to work at it and don't mind
. keeping large stocks on hand. ulous the areas they ravage
using a number of sauce pans
such
since most forms of steel are
Some types of mishaps.
to prepare one dish. Sauces are
easy to obtain.
as drownings and machinery ac- what makes their food interestOil industry tubular needs and cidents, increase during the spr- ing. We take from 9-30 am.
shipyard requirements are risto non to prepare a meal, inConcerning the year-round pic- cluding the instruction, and we
ing. with a heavy consumption
now developing among makers ture, the statisticians conclude:
have to eat what we cook.
of line pipes, railroad freight cars
''A large proportion of all
"They have very different ideas
and heavy industrial equipment
; accident fatalities result from here than in Toronto. Nutrition
practices
safe
disregard
of
the
"
'
4
is stressed at home. The artistic
on the streets and highways, in is stressed here It has to be
and
,at
work.
at
home,
• the
play- I beautiful. We get a b o u t six
(
The heavy loss of life can be beautiful recipes a day, and I've
the got between 600 and 800 rethrough
appreciably
reduced
-rganized effort o7 official and cipes."
BY
for as little as
,.-,lunfary agencies. and the coMr. Thalmont pined a Cordon
operation of an alerted citizen- Blue lapel badge on me. It
ryou can have all the cooling
USAF MIN will attempt parachute jumps from this balloon gonwas only a gesture. Miss Brand
dola at 92,000 feet this summer. The pear-shaped gondola is shown
it
for
said.
was
who
those
pass
•,
\
you want with 'a
(international Boundphotos)
at Minneapolis, Minn.
French producers export more the first, three-month. certificate
than 10 million bottles of cham- —"It means you're able to cook
pagne yearly. The United States food."
1957 SHEER LOOK
and England are France's best
As I left Mr Thilmont was
customers. each consuming more throwing a chef's fit. He found
, than three million bottles.
an omelet sticking a bit and
said someone must have washed
the Pan, — with water "You
must never, never wash the
"By golly! There is a differpan — never." said Miss Brand.
a Clarendon.
ence in ETHYL,"
Memphis*
There's a BIG difference between POOR SERVICE and
Ir'ropellered Snow
td -‘.11°-. •.•
OUR SERVICE' !

nr —

Reduction In
Mill Demand
Slows Steel

pring Brings
Relief
i From
Accidents

MAY 6, 1957

significance.
This was particularly so in
the much higher ratio of the unsaturated acid, oleic acid, to its
corresponding saturated acid, 0
stearic acid, in the heart attack
patients. The existence of this
difference, reported the four - scientists, "suggests that the disease may be a consequence of
some,.,fault of metbolism rather
than of diet as is usually held."
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• All Gulf Product* • Sled Gets Into
Deep Woods
• Prompt, Efficient
Service
MADISON,
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• Sanitary Rest Rooms 6 servation menWis.
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Ph. 9117 consin have e portable snow sled
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SUPER SERVICE
Standard Oil Products
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Murray Lumber Co. Inc.
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104 East Maple St.
Phone 262
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Breclienridie MInecol
Wells
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WHITE HOUSE GROCERY
1608 W. MAIN ST.
— This Week's Extra Special ! ! —
SOUR PITTED CHERRIES
3 cans 47c

BONN, Germany elf+ — Ertiz
;torendsen, military expert in
r -hancellor KOnrad Adenauer's
ristian Democrat Party, said
..day that the United States
and West Germany shortly will
trgIn. negotiations on delivery
tiff Monde and conventional guns
to Germany,

I

* Sat. 'Til 9 O'clock
•

GET THE FACTS!
Frigidaire takes the "guess" out-of buying—gives you the facts to help you
-compare and decide. Visit our new Surr‘rner Comfort FACT CENTER
Laredo

Predicts Atomic Dehveriee

41.
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Check and compare the new
Frigidaire Room Conditioners
before you buy any conditioner Feature for feature,
dollar for dollar, Frigidaire
Conditioners give you more
for your money -more cooling, more comfort.
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pushed by a propeller to get into the back woods which are usually covered by deep snow
The machine can be towed in
I a trailer until roads are no longer passable and removed easily
for cruising into deer yards for
SUM e y purposes.
, R. B. Hovind, a game manage-.ment supervisor, said the sled
is a little noisy, a little breezy
'and not very heavy on brakes.
but otherwise a helpful tool."
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MAP OF STORA4-EAVAOED Teem shows seven principal rivers along
which most of the flood damage has been done. Cities shown have
been flooded by cloudbursts and torrential rains, and some have
lien bit by tornadoes, Almost every stream in state is flooded.
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